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Well done to Rosie, Wesley, Freddy and Adam all who earned badges this week.

Curie - Maths
Great effort from Kenzie, Will, Jess, Amelia and Taylor this week who all completed MyMaths tasks along with 2 baseline tests. 

Curie - English
Some excellent work from Leo, Caiden and Jess this week. All reading Chapter 11 of How To Train Your Dragon and answering questions on it. 
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Curie - Pop Art
Curie have been creating some Andy Warhol inspired designs. Amelia has made a fantastic start to her work. 

Big well done and thank you to Ethan Hart and Daniel Prince for their behaviour and conduct off
site today! They were a credit to the school and I felt proud to have my badge on display! 👌
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English
Great work from Alissa in English this week, well done!

Max has been learning about different types of transactions this week.
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Arran has been investigating Viking religion.

Jacob has been explaining about the different causes of floods.
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Great editing from Logan in English this week. Well done! Paige worked really hard in fractions this week, a huge well done.
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Brilliant work from Ruby in Geography this week exploring tsunamis Wonderful work from James, Ruby, Paige, Logan, Lewis and Seb in PSHE looking at jobs and the
skills, qualifications and qualities required
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Amazing work from Fin looking at how authors use language to impact the readers view Jayden’s Excellent English
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Jayden was super in English this week! He made a great list of differences between Tudor schools and The Observatory School. Well done
Jayden 👏

Aiyana has been really hard in her maths lessons this week, keep up the good work!

Ethan’s History
Ethan  came to the conclusion that Anglo Saxons punishment for crimes were too harsh. He made great reasons as to why the modern British
times are a lot more reasonable. Great work Ethan!

Maths whizz
Josh  has been working hard in maths while looking at how to measure capacity. Keep it up Josh 👏
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Yasin’s History
Yasin worked really well in History this week when looking at Tudor crime and punishment. Great work Yasin �

RGB Colours
Grace was was able to identify the RGB values of a single pixel from a digital image
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RGB Colours

Drew made a spicy peri peri garlic chicken wrap and loved it!

Superstar chef Shaye preparing his BBQ chicken wrap!
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Daley - cooking
Daley made some delicious jeera biscuits this week. Well done to Leo for helping with measuring out ingredients. Well done to Kieran, Josh,
Alissa, Abby, Mason, LJ and Freddy for making some biscuits!

Well done to Aiyana who did amazing in her spelling test this week, spelling almost 50 really challenging words correctly!

Miss Davies and Mrs Forbes were blown away by Libby’s writing piece about whether zoos are ethical or not. Incredible work, Libby!
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Lovely presentation from Alex in his geography lesson! Super geography work from Libby! She is very knowledgable and passionate about climate change.
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Some excellent maths work from Shaye in Anderson. He has been calculating angles this week.

Ethan Hart impressed too this week in Food Tech getting creative with his milkshake creation. 👌
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Well done to Conno for writing an instruction text in the form of a recipe card in his Food Tech this
week! 👌
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Fantastic balanced argument by Shaye on whether school uniform should be compulsory in schools. Really well done!!
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Fin and Seb were taught about how gears and brakes work on a motorbike too Learning how to cable the gears and brakes
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Arrived to the bike workshop in style this week
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Afternoon rounders
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Great work Braden!
Well done for Braden for completing this excellent piece of printing, based on a Japanese blossom tree.
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Well done!
A fantastic piece of work from Jayden.F, following our class discussion on what it means to be British.

Fantastic effort!
Olly has been putting in a huge amount of effort into developing his handwriting lately. Well done Olly!
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Progress Day

It was fantastic to see so many of you here with parents/carers.  

How did it go? Did you like the day? 

Let me know please?

Blooming
Our school entrance is looking blooming lovely.
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Weightlifting Club
Well done to Drew, Kenzie, Ryan, Callum and Jayden F who all performed really well at weightlifting on Friday
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Binary Art
Alex’s binary art
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Binary Pictures
Shay’s binary coding

Binary Code
Drew learned binary coding by creating an image and coding its individual elements
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Woodman
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Yasin, Sonnie, Adam and Wesley have been absolutely superb eco warriors again this week going litter picking around school. Wesley even
found a crisp packet from 1998!

Well done to Ethan Hart and Connor Weston for their hard work today in Food Tech where they
made a snack and completed a recipe for them.

Louis the food tech teacher
Louis taught Turing how to make French toast in their food tech lesson. They made sweet and savoury toppings for them. Delicious!
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Daley enjoyed using the giant chess board this week. Thank you Mr B.

LJ, Kieran and Josh had a great time playing with Oobleck this week!
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Wesley is the winner of Miss Storey’s poster competition. Well done! Champions 💪💪💪
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Robot in action
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Seb was the STEM team’s photographer Cameron McNulty’s fantastic poster about the 3 types of radiation
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Well done to Connor Weston and Ethan Hart for their work today in Geography learning all about
Thunderstorms! #Banksy
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